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Model

1. Every agent has two visible characteristics: a static tag

indicating membership to one of two groups and

dynamic reputation updated following social norms.

2. Agents interact in pairs with randomly chosen roles: the

donor can choose to pay cost c to confer benefit b to

the recipient.

3. The donor's policy may discriminate based on the

relation between their and the recipient's tags (same or

different) and the recipient's reputation (good or bad).

4. After interacting, the social norm determines the

donor's new reputation based on the action taken and

the relation/reputation context.

There are 8 possible combinations of 3 bits of information

(action + context), hence a norm is an 8 bit vector, and there

are therefore 256 possible norms.
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Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Two agents (i, j) who have group relation x ∈ {0, 1} meet.
j's reputation is y ∈ {0, 1}. With Qi ∈ R3 as the Q-table of

agent i, the action taken by i is

a∗ = arg max
a∈{0,1}

Qi[x, y, a],

In doing so, agent j will receive payoff a∗b and agent i will

pay cost a∗c. Agent j will attribute this payoff to the last

action they took (â) in context x̂ and ŷ:

Qt+1
i [x, y, a∗]← (1− α)Qt

i[x, y, a∗]− αa∗c

Qt+1
j [x̂, ŷ, â]← (1− α)Qt

j[x̂, ŷ, â] + αâb

Corresponding Q-values are decayed in every interaction,

regardless of an agent's role. The relevant Q-value is the

last action taken as a donor.
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Very few norms make fair cooperation
consistently learnable
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